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Dises in pseudoconvex domains

Franc ForstneriC and Josip Globevnik

1. Introduction

Let D c C* be a domain in the complex Euclidean space CN (N &gt; 1), and let y

be a point in D. There exist many closed complex one-dimensional subvarieties

(curves) V cz D passing through y. For instance, it suffices to take the common zéro

set/i =fi * * * =fs 0 of suitably chosen holomorphic functions on D that vanish

at y.

A spécial class of closed complex curves in D are the proper analytic dises, Le.,

the images F(A) of proper holomorphic maps F : A -+D from the open unit dise

A cz C into D. A natural question appears [6]: Given a point y e Z&gt;, can we find a

proper analytic dise in D passing through y!
In this article we give a positive answer to this question for ail bounded

pseudoconvex domains in C^ with W2 boundary, and a counterexample for non-
pseudoconvex domains with disconnected boundary. More precisely, we prove the

following results:

THEOREM 1. Let D cz cz CN be a strongly pseudoconvex domain with boundary

of class ck, with N, k ^ 2. Given a point y e D and a vector X e CN, there is a

mapping F: Â&gt;D of class (é&gt;k~°(À) that is holomorphic on the open dise A and

satisfies F(bA) c bD, F(0) y, and F&apos;(0) XX for some À &gt; 0.

Stated informally, the theorem asserts that through each point of a strongly
pseudoconvex domain in any given direction there passes a proper analytic dise that
is smooth up to the boundary. Hère, as usual, &lt;ék ~ ° (êk if k is not an integer, and

&lt;#k-° U0&lt;a&lt;l(#k-u* if fc is an integer.
We hâve a similar resuit for smoothly bounded weakly pseudoconvex domains,

except that we are not able to get smoothness up to the boundary:

THEOREM 2. Let D cz cz CN (N ^ 2) be a pseudoconvex domain with boundary

of class y2. Given a point y D and a vector X e C* there is a proper holomorphic

map F.A^D satisfying F(0) y and F(0) XXfor some X &gt; 0.
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If D admits a defining fonction that is plurisubharmonic near bD, then one can

of course apply Theorem 1 to get a proper analytic dise in D through y that is of

class &lt;$2~° up to the boundary.
By technical modifications of our method one can construct proper analytic

dises as above satisfying various additional properties. For instance, if N ^ 3, there

exist proper holomorphic embeddings F:A-^&gt;DaCN satisfying F(0)=y and

F&apos;(0) ÀX, and for N 2 there exist holomorphic immersions with the same

properties. Moreover, we shall see from the construction that one can prescribe, up

to a positive scalar, any finite number of derivatives F&apos;(0), ^&quot;(0),... of the map F

at the origin. We leave out the détails.

From Theorems 1 and 2 and from our Main Lemma in section two it follows

immediately that there exist proper analytic dises in D containing a given finite
subset of D:

COROLLARY 3. Let D ce C&quot; (N &gt; 1) be a pseudoconvex domain with
%&gt;2 boundary. For each finite set of points yl9y2, 9yne D and vectors Xl9

X2,..., Xn 6 C* there are a proper holomorphic map F \ A-*D and points Ci,

Ç2, , C g A such that for eachj, 1 &lt;&gt;j ^ n, we hâve F(Cj) y} and F&apos;(Cj) kjXjfor
some Xj&gt;0. If D is strictly pseudoconvex with ^k boundary, there is an F as above

that is of class &lt;£k~0 on Â.

If D c c C^ is a convex domain, then according to [6] there exist proper
analytic dises in D passing through any given discrète subset of D. It is very likely
that by combining the techniques of this paper with those in [6] one can prove the

same resuit for ail bounded pseudoconvex domains with ^2 boundary.
Virtually the same technique can be used to prove Theorems 1 and 2 for

relatively compact pseudoconvex domains with ^2 boundary in an iV-dimensional
Stein manifold. For strongly pseudoconvex domains one can use the embedding
theorem of Fornaess and Henkin [9]. Again we shall not go into détails of this.

We show by an example that pseudoconvexity cannot be entirely deleted from

our hypothesis:

THEOREM 4. For each N ^ 2 there exist a smoothly bounded domain D acz CN

and a point x e D such that there is no proper holomorphic map F : A -+D with x e F(A).

Hère are some related open problems:

1. When D is a weakly pseudoconvex domain with smooth boundary that does

not admit a plurisubharmonic defining function, can we find dises as in

Theorem 2 that are smooth up to the boundary?
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2. Does Theorem 2 still hold if we assume no boundary regularity of Z&gt;?

3. Let Jbea Stein manifold of dimension n ^ 2. Given a point p e M, does

there exist a proper holomorphic map F&apos; : A^M with F(0) =/?? If so, can

one also prescribe the direction of F&apos;(0) as above? Can one find analytic dises

in Jt that contain any given fini te (or discrète) subset of Ml

Another related problem is the following. Suppose that for each f g bA we are

given a strongly pseudoconvex domain Dc c c C^ containing the origin. Suppose
also that the boundaries bDc dépend continuously or even smoothly on Ç g bA. The

problem is to construct continuous maps F : Â -^CN, holomorphic on A, such that

F(0 g bDc g bA). Such maps are known to exist when ail Dc are convex [1], [4],

[7], [11], and in this case their graphs fill up the interior of the entire polynomially
convex hull of the set K \J^ebA Dc. In the non-convex case the problem is well

understood only for N 1, see [3], [8], and [12]. Using the methods of this paper
one can solve this problem under suitable additional assumptions on a defining
function P : bA xC^R satisfying Dc {ze CN : P(Ç, z) &lt; 0}.

The paper is organized as follows. In section two we state our Main Lemma,
and based on this Lemma we prove Theorems 1 and 2 and Corollary 3. Section

three contains technical results required in the proof of the Main Lemma in section

four. In section five we construct the example claimed by Theorem 4.

This research was supported in part by grants from the Research Council of the

Republic of Slovenia.

2. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2

We first show that it suffices to prove Theorems 1 and 2 and Corollary 3 for

N 2.

Let D e c C^ be a pseudoconvex domain with #2 boundary, y g D and

X e C^\{0}. Choose a complex basis Xx X, X2,..., XN of C&quot;. On the space
C2 x C2N we use the coordinates z =(zu z2), A (Àt,..., ÀN), v (vx,...,
Let ^ : C2 x C2&quot;-»C&quot; be the entire map defined by

0(z, K v) =y + zxXx + z2X2 + £ (A7z2 + Vjz22)Xr

Notice that #(0, , y and 5#/5z7(0, , X3 for j 1, 2.

If &lt;P(z, À, v) p g bD, then at least one of the variables zx, z2 is nonzero,
hence 0 is a submersion hère. It follows that 0 is transverse to bD. By the trans-
versality theorem we conclude that for almost ail values Ao, v0 g C^ the map
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#( *

&gt;

^o&gt; vo) :C2-+CN is transverse to bD. Choosing Ao and v0 sufficiently small we

insure that the connectée component Qo of the preimage {z e C2 : &lt;P(z, Ao, v0) g D]
containing the origin is a bounded pseudoconvex domain in C2 with #2 boundary.
If D is strongly pseudoconvex then so is Qo.

Suppose that Theorems 1 and 2 and Corollary 3 hold in dimension two. If

Fo : A -+Q0 is a proper holomorphic map satisfying Fo(0) 0 and F&apos;Q(0) (A, 0),

then

is a proper holomorphic map of A into D satisfying Theorem 1 resp. 2. Similarly
one proves Corollary 3.

From now on we shall only consider the case N 2. Let D c c C2 be a

pseudoconvex domain with #2 boundary. According to [2] there is a W2 defining
function t for D such that D {t &lt; 0}, Vx # 0 near £Z), and there is a négative

strictly plurisubharmonic function p on D such that near 6Z&gt; we hâve p t)6.

In particular, there is a T&lt;0 such that the gradient {Vp){z) is nonvanishing for

T &lt; p(z) &lt; 0, and the domains

D{i) {zeD: p(z) &lt; t) (T&lt;t&lt;0)

are strongly pseudoconvex with (2 boundary. When D itself is strongly pseudocon¬
vex we can of course choose a defining function p for D satisfying thèse properties.

For each tx ,t29T&lt;tx&lt;t2&lt; 0, let

MAIN LEMMA. Let T &lt;tx&lt;t2&lt;Q, There is a nQ &gt; 0, depending only on tl9t2,
with the following property: Let 0 &lt; r &lt; 1 and let F : Â\rA -* i^(tu t2) be a continu-
ous map satisfying p(F(Ç)) &gt; c (C e Â\rA). Suppose that fi is a positive continuons

function on bA such that ii{Ç) &lt;&gt; ^0 (Ç bA), let e &gt; 0, and let 0&lt;R&lt;\. Then there

exists a continuous map G : A -* C2 that is holomorphic on A and satisfies
(i)

(ii)

(iii) |p(F(0 -h G(0) ~ P(F(0) -
(iv) ||||(v) G(0)=0,G&apos;(0)=0.
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Remark. The Lemma also holds if we choose finitely many points £,,

Ç2,..., C« c à and replace (v) by the following stronger condition:
(v&apos;) G(C) 0 and G&apos;(Çj) 0 for 1 &lt;j &lt;: n.

We defer the proof of the Main Lemma to section four below.

Proof of Theorem 1. It suffices to prove the following: If T &lt; t0 &lt; 0, y g D(to)9

and XeC2, there is a map F: Â-+D(t0) of class ^2&quot;° that is holomorphic on

A, F(0) j, and F&apos;(0) IX for some l &gt; 0. (If p is of class «*, the same proof will

give Fetf*-°(2).)
Choose f! and f2 such that T &lt; tx &lt; t0 &lt; t2 &lt; 0, and let fi0 be as in the Main

Lemma, chosen small enough such that t0 /j0 ^ tx. Dénote by B2 the open unit
bail in C2. There is an e &gt; 0 such that

D(t0) + 2eB2 &lt;= D{t2\ bD(t0) + 2eB2

We show the following:

LEMMA 1. Suppose that f \ Â-^ D{t2) is a continuons map that is holomor¬

phic on A and satisfies f(0)eD(to) and f(bA) czt&quot;(to, t2). Given x g D(to%

\x /(0)| &lt; ê, there is a continuous map fx : Â -+D(t2), holomorphic on A, satisfying

/i (0) xj\ (0) A/&apos;(0) for some l &gt; 0, and fx (bA) c f(/0, /2).

Let t&apos;0,t0&lt;t&apos;0&lt;t29 be so close to t0 that /(è^l) c iT(^, t2) and

Z)(r0) + 6B2, bD(t) bD(t0) + 6B2 (to&lt;t&lt; t&apos;Q). (2)

By Sard&apos;s theorem there is a t, t0 &lt; t &lt; t&apos;o, such that Q {C s A : p(/(0) &lt; f} is a

relatively compact domain in A with ^2 boundary. By the maximum principle,
applied to the subharmonic function p °f each connected component of Q is

simply connected, thus conformally équivalent to the dise. Let &lt;j&gt; : A -+ Qo be the

conformai map onto the connected component Qo of Q containing the origin,
chosen such that (f&gt;(0) 0 and $&apos;(0) &gt; 0. Since the boundary of Qo is of class #2,

0 extends to be of class &lt;£2~° on Â. The composition # =/° &lt;j&gt;: Â-*D(t) is of

class ^2~°, holomorphic on A, and satisfies &lt;J&gt;(0) =/(0), ^&apos;(0) 0&apos;(O)/&apos;(O), and

Let x g Z)(r0), |jc -/(0)| &lt; e. Then by (1) and (2),
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is a continuous map from Â into D(t0) + 2c B2 c D(t2) that is holomorphic on A and

satisfies g(bA) c f(f0 /*o&gt; t2). Choose an r, 0&lt;r&lt;l, such that g(Â\rA)cz
i^{t0 - jti0, t2). Choose rj &gt; 0 so small that g(rJ) -h rçB2 c £&gt;(f2). By the Main Lem-
ma applied to g there is a continuous map h : J -* C2, holomorphic on d, satisfying

h(0) 0, A&apos;(0) 0, |*(0|&lt;? for |C|&lt;r, such that the map/^g + A satisfies

czZ)^) and MbA)ar(tO9t2). If Ce M, then \h(0\&lt;^ hence

c=D(/2). This proves Lemma 1.

We can now complète the proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality we

may assume that the domain D(t0) is connected. There is a point y0 e bD(t0) such

that the complex tangent space to bD(t0) at y0 is spanned by the given vector

XeC2\{0}.
We claim that there are a point yx e D(t0) close to y0 and a map/0 : Â -+D(t2),

holomorphic on A, satisfying /0(0) y}, /o(O) XX for somç X &gt; 0, and fo(bA) cz

^X&apos;o&gt; h)- This can be seen immediately from the proof of Narasimhan&apos;s lemma [9,

p. 111]: locally near y0 we convexify the domain D(t0) by a local biholomorphic
change of coordinates, we take a suitable linear dise in the convexified domain, and

then pull it back to a dise in D{t2) satisfying the required properties. Of course it

is essential that X is complex tangent to bD(t0) at &gt;&gt;0!

Using Lemma 1 a finite number of times we can slide the initial disc/0 to a dise

fx : Â -+D(t2) satisfying the same conditions, except that the new center is/i(0) =y.
By a generic perturbation of fx we insure that/j intersects the boundary of D(t0)

transversely. Replacing/! by/, ° $, where (f&gt; is a suitable conformai map of A onto
the connected component of {C e A :/i(0 e D(t0)} containing 0 (see the proof of

Lemma 1), we obtain the final map F satisfying Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. Choose t0, T&lt;to&lt;0, such that y e D(to). We

choose séquences t0 &lt; tx &lt; t2 &lt; &lt;0, lim,_^t} =0, and eo&gt;ex&gt;e2&gt; - - &gt;0,

lim^ ^£, 0, such that

1) (W 1,2,...). (3)

We show that there are an increasing séquence of radii r0 &lt; rx &lt; r2 &lt; &lt; 1 with

lim/_oory l and a séquence of continuous mappings fn: Â -+D (n 1, 2,...
holomorphic on A, such that for each n 1, 2,... the following hold:

{i)fn{S)czD{tn+xl
(ii) p(/«(O)&gt;/«-i(CeJ\r ,J),

(iii) ; &lt; p(/n(0) &lt; tn+ x
(C e J\rB J),

(iv) |/n + ,(0 -/n(0| &lt; e«/2w (C g M), and

(v) fn0) j,/;(0) A^T for some A &gt; 0 independent of n.
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The construction is by induction on n. By Theorem 1 there is a continuous

map fx : S-j&gt;D{t2), holomorphic on A, such that fx(0) y, f[(0) XX, and tx&lt;

P(/i(O) &lt; h f°r Ç £ bA. Choose r0, rx, 0 &lt; r0 &lt; rx &lt; 1, such that (i), (ii), (iii), and (v)

are satisfied for n 1.

Suppose that/J and r, hâve been constructed for 1 &lt;&gt;j ^ n so that (i), (ii), (iii), and

(v) are satisfied. Using the Main Lemma a finite number of times we get a contin¬

uous map/, + =fn + # : Â -&gt;D, holomorphic on J, and a number rw + {, rw &lt; rn + j

&lt; 1, such that (iv) holds and (i), (ii), (iii), and (v) hold with n replaced by n + 1.

Now, (iv) shows that the séquence/, converges uniformly on compact sets in A

to a holomorphic map F. By (v) we hâve F(0) y and F&apos;(0) XX. For Ç g rwJ we

hâve |F(0 -/(£)| &lt; en by (iv), hence (i) and (3) imply

Thus F(A) c i).
It remains to show that .Fis a proper map into D. Let f e rn + xA\rnA. By (ii) we

hâve p(fn+l(O)&gt;tn, and by (iv) |F(Q-/W + 1(Q| &lt;en+1. Since en+l&lt;en_2, (3)

implies p(F(Q) ^ tn_ x. This proves that for each «, p{F(Ç)) ^tn_x (rn &lt; |Ç| &lt; 1),

which shows that F : zl -&gt; D is a proper map. Theorem 2 is proved.

of Corollary 3. Choose f0, T &lt; t0 &lt; 0, such that j, Z&gt;(r0) (1 ^j ^ n).

Let 4 c: C be the open dise of radius one with center at 3/ e C. By Theorem 1

there exist continuous maps F3 : Â3 -&gt;Z)(/0), holomorphic on JJ9 satisfying

Fj(bA) cz bD(t0), Fj(3j) =yJ9 and Fj(3j) ^JSÇ (1 ^j £ n). Let K be the union of

the closed dises J, (1 &lt;j &lt; ri) and the interval [3, 3n] c C. Let F : K-+D(t0) be a

continuous map that equals Fj on Jy and satisfies F{bK) c bD(t0). Hère, Z?jRT is the

topological boundary of K in C.

Since the complément of AT in C is connected and F is holomorphic in the

interior of K, we can apply Mergelyan&apos;s theorem to approximate F uniformly on K

by a polynomial mapping F0:C-+C2 satisfying F0(Sj)=yJ9 F&apos;0(3j) ÀjXj

(1 ^j&lt;,ri). Let U be a small simply connected neighborhood of AT with smooth

boundary. If the approximation is close enough on K and if U is chosen sufficiently
small, then F0(U) c D and F0(bU) c f(r, 0).

Since t/ is conformally équivalent to the dise A, we can now proceed as in the

proof of Theorem 2 to modify the given map Fo to a proper map F : U -? D, without
changing the values of Fo and its first derivative at the points 3/, 1 &lt;&gt;j^n. (See the

remark following the Main Lemma). If D is strictly pseudoconvex, we can make F

smooth up to the boundary as in the proof of Theorem 1. This proves Corollary 3.

Sections three and four are devoted to the proof of the Main Lemma.
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3. Technical lemmas

Recall that the dise algebra sé(A) is the set of ail continuous functions on Â that

are holomorphic on A.

LEMMA 2. Let V be a compact set and let F : Â x V-+C be a continuous

function such that for each v V the function -&gt;F (f, v) belongs to the dise algebra.

Given e &gt; 0 there are n eZ+ and a continuous map G : Â x V-+C such that for each

v e F, £ -&gt; G(Ç, v) is a polynomial of degree ^ n satisfying |G((, v) F((, t;)| &lt; e for
ail (£ v)eÂ xV.

Proof There is an r, 0&lt;r&lt;l, such that |F(rC,i?)-F(Ç, i?)| &lt;ê/2 for ail

(Ç, d) e I x F. By the Cauchy formula we hâve

Gn(z)+Rn(z).

Since F is bounded on bA x F, the remainder Rn(z) tends to zéro uniformly on

rÂ x V as n -? oo, hence |F GM | &lt; c/2 (|z| &lt; r, î; g F) if « is sufficiently large. Since

Gn is a polynomial of degree at most n in z, Lemma 2 is proved.

Remark. If F(0, i;) 0 for ail v e V then we may take G(0, t?) 0 for ail v e V.

If F c= R^ and F is smooth on A x Int F, then G will be smooth on A x Int F.

COROLLARY. Let A : bA x bA -? C be a continuous map such that for each

C e bA, Lc {^1(^, C) rç 6 M} w a Jordan curve with the origin contained in the

bounded part of its complément. Given e &gt;0 there is a function f e se\A) satisfying

M) eLc+eA for each ÇebA, /(0) 0, andf&apos;(0) 0.

Remark. The Corollary gives an approximate solution of the Riemann-Hilbert
boundary value problem with the data Lc (C e bA). The exact solution, i.e., the

existence of functions/e se {A) satisfying /(Ç) g Lc (C e bA), is a much deeper resuit;
see the papers [3] and [12].

Proof. For each C e bA let Dc be the domain bounded by Lc, and let 4&gt;c : A -+DC
be the conformai map that satisfies #c(0) 0, $£(0) &gt; 0. Then the map
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F(rj, 0 #c(rç) is continuous on Â x bA, and r\ -*F(ti9 Ç) is in the dise algebra for

each Ç e bA. By Lemma 2 there are «eZ+ and a continuous map G: Â x bA -&gt;C

such that for each £ e Z?J, rç -&gt; (7(rç, 0 is a polynomial of degree at most « without

constant term, satisfying

\G(rj, 0 - F(r,, Q| &lt; £/2, (,/, 0 e J x b A.

Write

À

For each j there are polynomials Py and gy satisfying

K(C) - PAO - fiy(i/O| &lt; */2n (C 6 M).

Let m e Z+ be greater than the degree of each polynomial Qj,l &lt;&gt;j &lt;.n, and set

/(0= t [PjiQ + QAimt&apos;V.
7=1

Then/is a polynomial in C that vanishes at 0 to arbitrary finite order (by choosing

m sufficiently large). If C e bA then |/(Q - G(Çm, Q| &lt;c/2 which implies that

|/(Ç) -F(Çm, 0\&lt;e. In particular, /c e Lc +d. This complètes the proof of the

Corollary.

Remark. If 0 &lt; i£ &lt; 1 then, by choosing m large enough, we can get/as above

with the additional property |/(0| &lt; c (|Ç| £ U).

As before we dénote by B2 the open unit bail in C2.

LEMMA 3. Let T &lt; tx &lt; t2 &lt; 0 am/ fer L {(v^, w2) g B2 : w, 0}. 7%m? w a

v0 &gt; 0 and for each z e f (^, t2) there is a biholomorphic map Wz : B2 -+ ^(B2) c C2

(i) !Pr(0)=0(2
(ii) z + *FZ(B2) c

(iii) (z, w) -? !Fz(w) &amp; smooth on &quot;T(tu t2) x B2,

(iv) for each z f(*i, t2) and for each v, v0 ^ v ^ v0, the set

P(z, v) {w g B2 : p(z + !P2(w)) &lt; p(z) + v}
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is a convex domain and

S{z, v) {w e B2 : p(z + Vz(w)) p(z) + v}

is a smooth surface,

(v) for each z e ^{tx, t2) and for each v, v0 ^ v &lt; 0, we hâve P(z, v)nL 0,
(vi) /or each z e if*(f,, /2) cindfor each v, 0 &lt; v &lt; v0, S(z, v) n L w « simple closed

curve.

Remark. The convexity of P(z, v) implies that if 0 &lt; v &lt;
v0 then L intersects

S(z, v) transversely.

Proof of Lemma 3. The proof will be split into three parts.
Part î. Let e&apos;l9e&apos;2 be the standard basis of C2. Fix a point zef(r,0)

{z e D : T &lt; p(z) &lt; 0}, and choose a new coordinate System in C2 by putting
ej(z) Vp(z)I\Vp(z)\ and letting e2(^) be canonically orthogonal to ex(z), that is, if

ex(z) aeî + j8e2, then ^2(z) pe\-\-5.ef2. The Taylor formula gives

p(z + «.^(z) + w2e2(z)) p(z) + 2«|&quot;|Fp(z)|Ml + 1/2 X (DjD.pXz^
L

+ Z (DjDrfXzyufr + oiZtlul2). (4)
7,A:=1

Since p is of class ^2 we hâve

M-o |w|2

uniformly with respect to z6f(/,,/2) (since this set is relatively compact in

T, 0)).

2. For each z e r(T9 0) we define the entire map &lt;PZ : C2-&gt;C2 by

H- t/2^2(z)) w^î + w2e2,

where
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Note that #z(0) 0. Since everything in the définition of &lt;PZ dépends smoothly on

z, it follows that (z, w) -&gt; &lt;Pz(w) is a smooth map on ir(T9 0) x C2.

For each z g ir{T9 0) we get, using bases {ex(z), e2(z)} and {e\, e2},

which shows that (D&lt;Pz)(0) is invertible for each z g TT(r, 0). Let T &lt;sx&lt;tx&lt;t2&lt;

s2 &lt; 0. By the Inverse Function Theorem there is a bail B c C2, centred at the ori-
gin, such that for each z g i^(sx, ^2), $&gt;z maps a neighborhood of 0 biholomorphi
cally onto a neighborhood of 0 that contains B and such that (z, w) -+$~ l(w) is

smooth on i^{sy,s2) x B. Dénote Wz 4&gt;.r l\B. Passing to a smaller B if necessary
we hâve

(a) !P,(0)=0(zef(j1,52)),
(b) z + ¥z(B)cD(zir(sl9s2))9
(c) (z, w) -&gt; !Pr(w) is smooth on ir(sl, 52) x B.

Part 3. Let sx &lt;s\ &lt;tx&lt;t2&lt;s2&lt;s2. For each z tT^!,s2) we hâve

which implies that L is tangent to S(z, 0) at the origin. By (c) we hâve

where lim|w|_0^(z» I^D/I^I 0&apos; uniformly with respect to z g ir(s[9 s2). In the bases

{e\,e2} and {^i(z), ^2(z)} we hâve

where 6(z) l/|(Fp)(z)|. If w ^(w) uxex{z) + m2^(^ we thus êet
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It follows that

uxûv b{z)2wxwx + ox(z, |w|2),

Ux Û2 *( ||
«! w2 b(z)wx w2 + 03(z, |w|2),

u2û2 w2w2,

where lim^^o o7(z, |w| 2)/|w|2 0 (1 &lt;j &lt; 3), uniformly with respect to

z g ^(ïi, s2). Using (4) we get

p(z + *P2(w)) p(z 4- ux(wu w2)ex{z) + M2(w1? w2)e2{z))

X w, + o(z,|M|2), (5)

where lini|M|_0o(z, |w|2)/|m|2 0, uniformly with respect to z e&apos;V{sfus2). The ratio

|m(w)|/|w| is bounded from above and from below away from zéro

as w-&gt;0, uniformly with respect to z eY*(s\,s2). It follows that o(z, \u\2) in (5)
is in fact o(z, \w\2), where hm^w^0 o(z, |w|2)/|w|2 0, uniformly with respect to

zeir{s\,s2). Thus

where

By strict plurisubharmonicity of p its complex Hessian is strictly positive definite.
Since b{z) 1/|(Vp)(z) &gt; 0, the matrix (bjJc(z)) is also strictly positive definite, and
its eigenvalues are bounded from above and from below away from zéro, uniformly
for z g ir(sl, s2). The surface S(z&gt; v) in B is given by the équation

2

29twi+ X bJtk(z)wJwk+o(z,\w\2) v9

where

lim o(z, |n&gt;|2)/|w|2 0,
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uniformly with respect to z G/fr(s\9s/2) This implies the existence of a number

vo&gt;0, depending only on tut2, satisfying the properties (îv), (v), and (vi) of

Lemma 3, with B m place of the unit bail B2 To complète the proof we simply
rescale B to B2

LEMMA 4 Let T&lt;tx&lt;t2&lt;0 There is a v0, 0 &lt; v0 &lt; tx - T, and for each

z g i^{t\, t2) there is a holomorphic map \j/z A -&gt;C2 such that

(î) Mz z + ij/Z(A) is a submanifold of an open neighborhood of z contained in

D, and Ç -&gt;z + *A2(0 nwps A biholomorphically to Mz9

(n) ^(0) 0,

(m) for each v, v0
&lt; v &lt; 0, we hâve {p e D p(p) &lt; p(z) + v}nMz 0,

(îv) for each v, 0 &lt; v &lt; v0, Mz intersects {p e D p(p) p(z) + v} transversely in

a simple closed curve, and

(v) the map (z, Ç) -&gt;^z(0 is smooth on i^{tx, t2) x A

Proof The maps ^Z(Q ^(0, Q (C g A), where Wz is given by Lemma 3,

satisfy ail the required properties

4. Proof of the Main Lemma

Applying Lemma 4 to *V{t\, t2) where T &lt; t\ &lt;tx&lt;t2&lt;t2 &lt; 0 we get v0 and the

maps \j/2, z g ^{t\, t2) Using the compaetness of ir(t\912) we see (after replacing
A by a shghtly smaller dise) that in Lemma 4 we may assume that each ij/z extends

holomorphically across bA and that (z, ^) -+\JJZ{Q is smooth on ir(t\912) x Â

To approximate a holomorphic map on A smoothly on compact subsets of A ît

suffices to approximate ît by holomorphic maps uniformly on A Thus, given a &gt; 0,

there is ô &gt; 0 with the following property If 0 bA x Â -* C2 is a smooth map such

that &lt;9((, is holomorphic on A for each fixed Ç e bAy and if

then we hâve

(a)

(b) p(F(0 + &gt;(C X)) &gt; p(F(z)) - a (C g bA, X g

(c) for each v, a &lt; v ^ v0, the set

rc(v) {leJ p(F(Q + 0(C, A)) p(F(z)) + v}

is a smooth simple closed curve containmg 0 in îts intenor part, and
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(d) the curves fc(v) dépend smoothly on Ç g bA and v, a &lt; v &lt; v0.

Set ju0 v0 and choose a &gt; 0 so small that ^(0 &gt; a (Ç g 6J) and p(F(Ç)) &gt;

c H- a (C g J\rJ). Further, choose rf &gt; 0 so small that

x g F(J\rzl), \x y\ &lt; d implies y D and p(y) &gt; c. (6)

With no loss of generality we may assume that the function \i is smooth on bA.

By Lemma 2 there are n g Z+ and a function

such that

For eachy, 1 &lt;y&apos;^ «, we choose holomorphic polynomials P} and gy such that the

function

Ç,&gt;/)= I [^(O +

satisfies

|)|&lt;«/2 (f

Consequently |F ©| &lt; ô on èzl x J, hence the properties (a)-(d) hold.

By (b) we hâve the inequality

p(F(O + ©(C, if)) &gt;P(F(O) -a fo e J) (7)

that holds initially for ail Ç ebA, and after passing to a larger i* &lt; 1 it also holds

for ail CeÂ\RA.
Choose m eZ+ greater than the degrees of ail Qr\ &lt;&gt;j &lt;&gt;n. Since a &lt; /i(f) &lt; v0,

the properties (c) and (d) imply that

Ac {A g A : p(F(Q + 0(C, A)) p(F(O) + MO}
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is a continuously varying family of smooth simple closed curves enveloping 0. There

is a y &gt; 0 such that for ail C g bA and y\ g Ac+yA we hâve

\p(F(0 + ©(C, *)) - P(F(0) ~ MOI &lt; e.

By the Corollary (Section 2) there is a fonction co e se(A) such that £mco(0 e

yic H- y-d for each £ g bA. Starting with an even larger m we may assume that

Define

G(Q ©(C, CMC)) (C e 1).

Then G is continuous on J, holomorphic on zl, and by construction it satisfies the

properties (i), (iii), (iv), and (v) in the Main Lemma. To prove (ii), observe that by

(7) we hâve p(F(Q + G(0) &gt;c((e Â\RA). If C g Â\rA, \Ç\^R, then |G(Q| &lt; d so

by (6), p(F(C) + G(Q) &gt; c. This complètes the proof of the Main Lemma.

Remark. To prove the Main Lemma with the stronger condition (v&apos;) we choose

a Blaschke product P(() that vanishes to second order at each point Ç, g A,

1 &lt;j &lt; «, we choose a&gt; g j/(zI) satisfying £mP(Qco(Q e Ac +yA for C g ft^d, and we

set

G(0 &lt;9(Ç, Cm^(CMC)) (Ce J).

S. An example

In this section we construct for each N &gt; 2 a smoothly bounded domain D cz CN

with a point x s D that is not contained in the image of any proper holomorphic

map f:A-+D.
Let B&quot; be the unit bail in C&quot;. For x e C&quot;\{0} we dénote by H(x) the real

hyperplane through the origin that is perpendicular to x. If p &gt; 0 write

K(x, p) {z g bBN : \z - x\ &lt;: p}.
There are &lt;5, 0 &lt; &lt;5 &lt; 1/2, and C, 0 &lt; a &lt; 1, such that if 1 &lt; R &lt; 1 -h ô, if x g 6B&quot;,

and if O is the connected component of CN\[RK(x, 1/3) u (eux + H(x))] that contains

x, then

bQ [RK(x9 1/3) n F] n [(ojc H- //(x)) n i*B&quot;], (8)

where P is a half-space of C^ determined by the hyperplane olx -f H{x).
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There are n eZ+ and points x, g bBN, 1 &lt;&gt;j &lt; n, such that (JjL ^(x,, 1/3)

ftB*. Choose numbers RJ9 \ &lt;&gt; j ^ n, l &lt; Rx &lt; R2 &lt; &apos; &lt; Rn &lt; l + ô. For each j we

fatten RjK(xJ9 2/3) to get a smoothly bounded domain [/, c (3/2)8* that contains

RjK(xJ9 2/3) and has connected boundary. We can choose the domain £/, so small

that their closures are pairwise disjoint and UJnH(xJ) 0 (1 &lt;&gt;j&lt;ri). Define

D=2B&apos;v\U;=.f7r

Suppose that/ : A -*D is a proper holomorphic map such that/(0) 0. Its total

cluster set C(f) P|0&lt;r&lt;1/(zl\rzl) is a connected compact set contained in bD.

Since bD b(2BN)u[\J&quot;==l bUj] is a disjoint union of n +1 compact connected

sets, it follows that either C(/) czbUj for some; or C(f) c £(28&quot;). We will show

that none of thèse is possible.

Suppose first that C(f) cbUj for some j\ \&lt;j&lt;,n. As / is bounded, the

maximum principle implies that/(zl) is contained in the closed convex hull of C(/).
However, £7, is a connected compact set that misses //(x7), so its convex hull does

not contain the point /(0) 0 g H(Xj), a contradiction.
Thus C(f) must be contained in b(2B% hence / is a proper map from A to

28*. Since f(A) is connected and since /(0) 0, there is a £o g A such that /(Ço)

xebBN. There is a j,\&lt;j^n, such that xe%l/3), hence #(;c, 1/3)c
K(Xj, 2/3), and it follows that RjK(x, 1/3) cz Ur Recall that 1 &lt; Rj &lt; 1 + 5. Dénote

by G the connected component of CN\[RjK(x, 1/3) u(ax 4- H(x))] that contains x.

Since Q c(3/2)BN, Z&quot;1^) is an open, relatively compact subset of A. Let G be

the component of f~l(Q) that contains Ço- Since f(A)czD9 it follows that

f(A) misses Uj whence it misses RjK(x, 1/3). Since f(bG) abQ, (8) implies that

f(bG) cz olx 4- //(x) which, by the maximum principle, gives /(G) cz ax -h //(x).
In particular, /(Ço) x g olx + //(x) which contradicts the fact that 0 &lt; a &lt; 1.

This shows that there is no proper holomorphic map / : A -+D satisfying

Oef(A).

Remark. The domain D constructed above has disconnected boundary. We do

not know whether there exists a domain D aCN with smooth connected boundary
such that ail proper holomorphic maps f:A^&gt;D avoid certain point x e D.
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